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[0001] METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR CONTENTION-BASED
UPLINK DATATRANSMISSION

[0002] CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

[0003] This application claims the benefit of U.S. provisional application

61/233,359 filed on August 12, 2009, and U.S. provisional application 61/233,736

filed on August 13, 2009, the contents of which are hereby incorporated by

reference herein.

[0004] FIELD OF INVENTION

[0005] This application is related to wireless communications.

[0006] BACKGROUND

[0007] A dormant wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU) is a WTRU that

has a radio resource control (RRC) connection to the eNodeB, has established

radio bearers, is known on cell level, but has activated discontinuous reception

(DRX) for power saving during temporary inactivity. A WTRU can be quickly

moved to this dormant "sub-state", and the latency for transition from dormant to

active affects the quality of service (QoS). For a transition to active state, a

dormant WTRU with uplink synchronization may request uplink data

transmission via transmitting a Scheduling Request (SR) on the physical uplink

control channel (PUCCH), in order to receive an access grant to the physical

uplink shared channel (PUSCH). The following is an example of latency

components for the transition to the active state based on current long term

evolution (LTE) specifications for an error-free SR. Assuming a periodic PUCCH

configured for SR is scheduled every 5 ms, the average waiting time is 2.5 ms.

The transmission of an SR can be repeated until a scheduling grant is received.

Assuming the first SR is successfully received by the eNodeB, the scheduling

grant can be sent by the eNodeB after a 3 ms processing delay. If the grant is

received in sub-frame n , the uplink (UL) data can be transmitted in sub-frame

11+4, giving 3 ms for WTRU processing. With an uplink data transmission



duration of lms, the total transition delay can be 11.5ms. The 3GPP LTE

Advanced system aims for latency of the dormant to active transition of 10 ms,

excluding the DRX cycle. The 10ms transition includes initial message

transmission, with a message size that fits one transmission time interval (TTI).

Only error free transmission of data and signaling is assumed to fulfill the LTE-A

target performance.

[0008] A contention-based (CB) uplink data transmission is sent only in

uplink resource blocks (RBs) that have not been used for contention-free (CF)

uplink transmission. A CB transmission allows uplink synchronized WTRUs to

transmit uplink data without sending a scheduling request (SR) in advance,

which reduces the latency and the signaling overhead. CB grants are received by

the WTRU in a downlink and are used to assign unused resources on a per sub-

frame basis. Thus, for small data packets, the packet may be more efficiently

transmitted on a CB channel compared to a scheduled one. The CB transmission

can also include a buffer status report (BSR), which provides the serving eNodeB

with information about the amount of data available for transmission in the

uplink buffers of the WTRU. A "regular BSR" is triggered when uplink data for a

logical channel becomes available for transmission and either the data belongs to

a logical channel with higher priority than the priorities of other logical channels

and for which data is already available for transmission, or there is no data

available for transmission for any of the logical channels. There are also other

types of BSRs that are triggered by other trigger conditions.

[0009] SUMMARY

[0010] A method and apparatus for a wireless transmit receive unit

(WTRU) to use a contention-based uplink communications channel, applies a

rule-based restriction of access to the contention-based uplink channel that

attempts to use at least one contention-free uplink channel allocation for uplink

transmissions on a condition that at least one contention-free uplink channel

allocation has been granted.

[0011] Another method and apparatus for a WTRU determines size of



allocated contention-based uplink resources granted by a communication network

and sets a length of a demodulation reference signal in frequency domain to

match the size of the allocated CB uplink resource.

[0012] BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0013] A more detailed understanding may be had from the following

description, given by way of example in conjunction with the accompanying

drawings wherein:

[0014] FIG. IA is a system diagram of an example communications system

in which one or more disclosed embodiments may be implemented;

[0015] FIG. IB is a system diagram of an example wireless

transmit/receive unit (WTRU) that may be used within the communications

system illustrated in FIG. IA;

[0016] FIG. 1C is a system diagram of an example radio access network

and an example core network that may be used within the communications

system illustrated in FIG. IA;

[0017] FIGs. 2A and 2B show a sub-frame timing diagram for scheduling

request transmission used to restrict access on a contention-based uplink

channel;

[0018] FIG. 3 shows a sub-frame timing diagram for buffer status report

used to restrict access on a contention-based uplink channel;

[0019] FIGs. 4A and 4B show a sub-frame timing diagram for uplink

channel transmission used to restrict access on a contention-based uplink

channel;

[0020] FIGs. 5A and 5B show method flow charts for simultaneous

transmission on a contention-based uplink and a contention-free uplink;

[0021] FIGs 6A-6C show method flow charts for simultaneous transmission

on a contention-based uplink and a random access channel;



[0022] FIG. 7 shows a method flow chart for conditional restriction of

access to the contention-based uplink channel despite receiving uplink grants for

a sub-frame;

[0023] FIGs. 8-10 show various examples of sub-channel and resource block

assignments for a contention-based uplink channel.

[0024] DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0025] FIG. IA is a diagram of an example communications system 100 in

which one or more disclosed embodiments may be implemented. The

communications system 100 may be a multiple access system that provides

content, such as voice, data, video, messaging, broadcast, etc., to multiple

wireless users. The communications system 100 may enable multiple wireless

users to access such content through the sharing of system resources, including

wireless bandwidth. For example, the communications systems 100 may employ

one or more channel access methods, such as code division multiple access

(CDMA), time division multiple access (TDMA), frequency division multiple

access (FDMA), orthogonal FDMA (OFDMA), single-carrier FDMA (SC-FDMA),

and the like.

[0026] As shown in FIG. IA, the communications system 100 may include

wireless transmit/receive units (WTRUs) 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d, a radio access

network (RAN) 104, a core network 106, a public switched telephone network

(PSTN) 108, the Internet 110, and other networks 112, though it will be

appreciated that the disclosed embodiments contemplate any number of WTRUs,

base stations, networks, and/or network elements. Each of the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c, 102d may be any type of device configured to operate and/or

communicate in a wireless environment. By way of example, the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c, 102d may be configured to transmit and/or receive wireless signals

and may include user equipment (UE), a mobile station, a fixed or mobile

subscriber unit, a pager, a cellular telephone, a personal digital assistant (PDA),

a smartphone, a laptop, a netbook, a personal computer, a wireless sensor,

consumer electronics, and the like.



[0027] The communications systems 100 may also include a base station

114a and a base station 114b. Each of the base stations 114a, 114b may be any

type of device configured to wirelessly interface with at least one of the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c, 102d to facilitate access to one or more communication

networks, such as the core network 106, the Internet 110, and/or the networks

112. By way of example, the base stations 114a, 114b may be a base transceiver

station (BTS), a Node-B, an eNode B, a Home Node B, a Home eNode B, a site

controller, an access point (AP), a wireless router, and the like. While the base

stations 114a, 114b are each depicted as a single element, it will be appreciated

that the base stations 114a, 114b may include any number of interconnected base

stations and/or network elements.

[0028] The base station 114a may be part of the RAN 104, which may also

include other base stations and/or network elements (not shown), such as a base

station controller (BSC), a radio network controller (RNC), relay nodes, etc. The

base station 114a and/or the base station 114b may be configured to transmit

and/or receive wireless signals within a particular geographic region, which may

be referred to as a cell (not shown). The cell may further be divided into cell

sectors. For example, the cell associated with the base station 114a may be

divided into three sectors. Thus, in one embodiment, the base station 114a may

include three transceivers, i.e., one for each sector of the cell. In another

embodiment, the base station 114a may employ multiple-input multiple output

(MIMO) technology and, therefore, may utilize multiple transceivers for each

sector of the cell.

[0029] The base stations 114a, 114b may communicate with one or more of

the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d over an air interface 116, which may be any

suitable wireless communication link (e.g., radio frequency (RF), microwave,

infrared (IR), ultraviolet (UV), visible light, etc.). The air interface 116 may be

established using any suitable radio access technology (RAT).

[0030] More specifically, as noted above, the communications system 100

may be a multiple access system and may employ one or more channel access

schemes, such as CDMA, TDMA, FDMA, OFDMA, SC-FDMA, and the like. For



example, the base station 114a in the RAN 104 and the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c

may implement a radio technology such as Universal Mobile Telecommunications

System (UMTS) Terrestrial Radio Access (UTRA), which may establish the air

interface 116 using wideband CDMA (WCDMA). WCDMA may include

communication protocols such as High-Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and/or

Evolved HSPA (HSPA+). HSPA may include High-Speed Downlink Packet

Access (HSDPA) and/or High-Speed Uplink Packet Access (HSUPA).

[0031] In another embodiment, the base station 114a and the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c may implement a radio technology such as Evolved UMTS Terrestrial

Radio Access (E-UTRA), which may establish the air interface 116 using Long

Term Evolution (LTE) and/or LTE-Advanced (LTE-A).

[0032] In other embodiments, the base station 114a and the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c may implement radio technologies such as IEEE 802.16 (i.e.,

Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX)), CDMA2000,

CDMA2000 IX, CDMA2000 EV-DO, Interim Standard 2000 (IS-2000), Interim

Standard 95 (IS-95), Interim Standard 856 (IS-856), Global System for Mobile

communications (GSM), Enhanced Data rates for GSM Evolution (EDGE), GSM

EDGE (GERAN), and the like.

[0033] The base station 114b in FIG. IA may be a wireless router, Home

Node B, Home eNode B, or access point, for example, and may utilize any

suitable RAT for facilitating wireless connectivity in a localized area, such as a

place of business, a home, a vehicle, a campus, and the like. In one embodiment,

the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may implement a radio

technology such as IEEE 802.11 to establish a wireless local area network

(WLAN). In another embodiment, the base station 114b and the WTRUs 102c,

102d may implement a radio technology such as IEEE 802.15 to establish a

wireless personal area network (WPAN). In yet another embodiment, the base

station 114b and the WTRUs 102c, 102d may utilize a cellular-based RAT (e.g.,

WCDMA, CDMA2000, GSM, LTE, LTE-A, etc.) to establish a picocell or

femtocell. As shown in FIG. IA, the base station 114b may have a direct



connection to the Internet 110. Thus, the base station 114b may not be required

to access the Internet 110 via the core network 106.

[0034] The RAN 104 may be in communication with the core network 106,

which may be any type of network configured to provide voice, data, applications,

and/or voice over internet protocol (VoIP) services to one or more of the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c, 102d. For example, the core network 106 may provide call

control, billing services, mobile location-based services, pre-paid calling, Internet

connectivity, video distribution, etc., and/or perform high-level security functions,

such as user authentication. Although not shown in FIG. IA, it will be

appreciated that the RAN 104 and/or the core network 106 may be in direct or

indirect communication with other RANs that employ the same RAT as the RAN

104 or a different RAT. For example, in addition to being connected to the RAN

104, which may be utilizing an E-UTRA radio technology, the core network 106

may also be in communication with another RAN (not shown) employing a GSM

radio technology.

[0035] The core network 106 may also serve as a gateway for the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c, 102d to access the PSTN 108, the Internet 110, and/or other

networks 112. The PSTN 108 may include circuit- switched telephone networks

that provide plain old telephone service (POTS). The Internet 110 may include a

global system of interconnected computer networks and devices that use common

communication protocols, such as the transmission control protocol (TCP), user

datagram protocol (UDP) and the internet protocol (IP) in the TCP/IP internet

protocol suite. The networks 112 may include wired or wireless communications

networks owned and/or operated by other service providers. For example, the

networks 112 may include another core network connected to one or more RANs,

which may employ the same RAT as the RAN 104 or a different RAT.

[0036] Some or all of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d in the

communications system 100 may include multi-mode capabilities, i.e., the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, 102d may include multiple transceivers for

communicating with different wireless networks over different wireless links.

For example, the WTRU 102c shown in FIG. IA may be configured to



communicate with the base station 114a, which may employ a cellular-based

radio technology, and with the base station 114b, which may employ an IEEE 802

radio technology.

[0037] FIG. IB is a system diagram of an example WTRU 102. As shown

in FIG. IB, the WTRU 102 may include a processor 118, a transceiver 120, a

transmit/receive element 122, a speaker/microphone 124, a keypad 126, a

display/touchpad 128, non-removable memory 130, removable memory 132, a

power source 134, a global positioning system (GPS) chipset 136, and other

peripherals 138. It will be appreciated that the WTRU 102 may include any sub-

combination of the foregoing elements while remaining consistent with an

embodiment.

[0038] The processor 118 may be a general purpose processor, a special

purpose processor, a conventional processor, a digital signal processor (DSP), a

plurality of microprocessors, one or more microprocessors in association with a

DSP core, a controller, a microcontroller, Application Specific Integrated Circuits

(ASICs), Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGAs) circuits, any other type of

integrated circuit (IC), a state machine, and the like. The processor 118 may

perform signal coding, data processing, power control, input/output processing,

and/or any other functionality that enables the WTRU 102 to operate in a

wireless environment. The processor 118 maybe coupled to the transceiver 120,

which may be coupled to the transmit/receive element 122. While FIG. IB

depicts the processor 118 and the transceiver 120 as separate components, it will

be appreciated that the processor 118 and the transceiver 120 may be integrated

together in an electronic package or chip.

[0039] The transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to transmit

signals to, or receive signals from, a base station (e.g., the base station 114a) over

the air interface 116. For example, in one embodiment, the transmit/receive

element 122 may be an antenna configured to transmit and/or receive RF signals.

In another embodiment, the transmit/receive element 122 may be an

emitter/detector configured to transmit and/or receive IR, UV, or visible light

signals, for example. In yet another embodiment, the transmit/receive element



122 may be configured to transmit and receive both RF and light signals. It will

be appreciated that the transmit/receive element 122 may be configured to

transmit and/or receive any combination of wireless signals.

[0040] In addition, although the transmit/receive element 122 is depicted in

FIG. IB as a single element, the WTRU 102 may include any number of

transmit/receive elements 122. More specifically, the WTRU 102 may employ

MIMO technology. Thus, in one embodiment, the WTRU 102 may include two or

more transmit/receive elements 122 (e.g., multiple antennas) for transmitting

and receiving wireless signals over the air interface 116.

[0041] The transceiver 120 may be configured to modulate the signals that

are tobe transmitted by the transmit/receive element 122 and to demodulate the

signals that are received by the transmit/receive element 122. As noted above,

the WTRU 102 may have multi-mode capabilities. Thus, the transceiver 120 may

include multiple transceivers for enabling the WTRU 102 to communicate via

multiple RATs, such as UTRA and IEEE 802.11, for example.

[0042] The processor 118 of the WTRU 102 may be coupled to, and may

receive user input data from, the speaker/microphone 124, the keypad 126,

and/or the display/touchpad 128 (e.g., a liquid crystal display (LCD) display unit

or organic light-emitting diode (OLED) display unit). The processor 118 may also

output user data to the speaker/microphone 124, the keypad 126, and/or the

display/touchpad 128. In addition, the processor 118 may access information

from, and store data in, any type of suitable memory, such as the non-removable

memory 106 and/or the removable memory 132. The non-removable memory 106

may include random-access memory (RAM), read-only memory (ROM), a hard

disk, or any other type of memory storage device. The removable memory 132

may include a subscriber identity module (SIM) card, a memory stick, a secure

digital (SD) memory card, and the like. In other embodiments, the processor 118

may access information from, and store data in, memory that is not physically

located on the WTRU 102, such as on a server or a home computer (not shown).

[0043] The processor 118 may receive power from the power source 134,

and may be configured to distribute and/or control the power to the other



components in the WTRU 102. The power source 134 may be any suitable device

for powering the WTRU 102. For example, the power source 134 may include one

or more dry cell batteries (e.g., nickel-cadmium (NiCd), nickel-zinc (NiZn), nickel

metal hydride (NiMH), lithium-ion (Li-ion), etc.), solar cells, fuel cells, and the

like.

[0044] The processor 118 may also be coupled to the GPS chipset 136,

which may be configured to provide location information (e.g., longitude and

latitude) regarding the current location of the WTRU 102. In addition to, or in

lieu of, the information from the GPS chipset 136, the WTRU 102 may receive

location information over the air interface 116 from a base station (e.g., base

stations 114a, 114b) and/or determine its location based on the timing of the

signals being received from two or more nearby base stations. It will be

appreciated that the WTRU 102 may acquire location information by way of any

suitable location-determination method while remaining consistent with an

embodiment.

[0045] The processor 118 may further be coupled to other peripherals 138,

which may include one or more software and/or hardware modules that provide

additional features, functionality and/or wired or wireless connectivity. For

example, the peripherals 138 may include an accelerometer, an e-compass, a

satellite transceiver, a digital camera (for photographs or video), a universal

serial bus (USB) port, a vibration device, a television transceiver, a hands free

headset, a Bluetooth® module, a frequency modulated (FM) radio unit, a digital

music player, a media player, a video game player module, an Internet browser,

and the like.

[0046] FIG. 1C is a system diagram of the RAN 104 and the core network

106 according to an embodiment. As noted above, the RAN 104 may employ an

E-UTRA radio technology to communicate with the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c over

the air interface 116, where the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c are representative of

the WTRU 102 depicted in FIG. IB. The RAN 104 may also be in communication

with the core network 106. The RAN 104 may include eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c,

though it will be appreciated that the RAN 104 may include any number of



eNode-Bs while remaining consistent with an embodiment. The eNode-Bs 140a,

140b, 140c may each include one or more transceivers for communicating with

the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c over the air interface 116. In one embodiment, the

eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may implement MIMO technology. Thus, the eNode-

B 140a, for example, may use multiple antennas to transmit wireless signals to,

and receive wireless signals from, the WTRU 102a.

[0047] Each of the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b, 140c may be associated with a

particular cell (not shown) and may be configured to handle radio resource

management decisions, handover decisions, scheduling of users in the uplink

and/or downlink, and the like. As shown in FIG. 1C, the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b,

140c may communicate with one another over an X2 interface.

[0048] The core network 106 shown in FIG. 1C may include a mobility

management gateway (MME) 142, a serving gateway 144, and a packet data

network (PDN) gateway 146. While each of the foregoing elements are depicted

as part of the core network 106, it will be appreciated that any one of these

elements may be owned and/or operated by an entity other than the core network

operator.

[0049] The MME 142 may be connected to each of the eNode-Bs 140a, 140b,

140c in the RAN 104 via an Sl interface and may serve as a control node. For

example, the MME 142 may be responsible for authenticating users of the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, bearer activation/deactivation, selecting a particular

serving gateway during an initial attach of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, and the

like. The MME 142 may also provide a control plane function for switching

between the RAN 104 and other RANs (not shown) that employ other radio

technologies, such as GSM or WCDMA.

[0050] The serving gateway 144 may be connected to each of the eNode Bs

140a, 140b, 140c in the RAN 104 via the Sl interface. The serving gateway 144

may generally route and forward user data packets to/from the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c. The serving gateway 144 may also perform other functions, such as

anchoring user planes during inter-eNode B handovers, triggering paging when



downlink data is available for the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, managing and

storing contexts of the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c, and the like.

[0051] The serving gateway 144 may also be connected to the PDN gateway

146, which may provide the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to packet-

switched networks, such as the Internet 110, to facilitate communications

between the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c and IP-enabled devices.

[0052] The core network 106 may facilitate communications with other

networks. For example, the core network 106 may provide the WTRUs 102a,

102b, 102c with access to circuit- switched networks, such as the PSTN 108, to

facilitate communications between the WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c and traditional

land-line communications devices. For example, the core network 106 may

include, or may communicate with, an IP gateway (e.g., an IP multimedia

subsystem (IMS) server) that serves as an interface between the core network

106 and the PSTN 108. In addition, the core network 106 may provide the

WTRUs 102a, 102b, 102c with access to the networks 112, which may include

other wired or wireless networks that are owned and/or operated by other service

providers.

[0053] For a contention-based (CB) uplink (UL) transmission according to

the methods disclosed herein, the WTRU 102a is synchronized for uplink and is

in an RRC dormant sub- state with uplink data becoming available for

transmission in the radio link control (RLC) entity or packet data control protocol

(PDCP) entity, or has new uplink data with higher priority than existing data in

the WTRU's transmit buffer. The WTRU 102a then has a decision whether to

send an uplink transmission using a CB channel or a contention-free (CF)

allocated channel (e.g., the physical uplink control channel (PUCCH)). A CB

transmission may be sent on a CB physical uplink shared channel (CB-PUSCH).

Since the CB-PUSCH may be used to supplement the contention-free PUCCH,

the following rules are established for restricting access to the CB-PUSCH so

that the CB-PUSCH is utilized efficiently, and the uplink transmissions of the

WTRU 102a are distributed using both the CB-PUSCH and the PUCCH. The



WTRU 102a processor 118 may be preconfigured to execute these rules and/or

receive these rules in signaling from the eNodeB 140a.

[0054] A first rule based restriction on using the CB-PUSCH is based on

past and future SR occurrences. If the next PUCCH is scheduled or allocated for

an SR within the current sub-frame or next few sub-frames (e.g., future SR

occurrences scheduled to occur within X sub-frames, X = O, l...Xmax), the WTRU

102a may be restricted from using the CB-PUSCH. Instead, the WTRU 102a may

use the PUCCH in the allocated sub-frame to transmit the SR rather than access

the CB-PUSCH, which leaves the CB-PUSCH available for the other WTRUs

102b, 102c. For example, as shown in FIG. 2A, the WTRU 102a has a PUCCH

scheduled at sub-frame X=2, where X= Xmax = 2, and therefore, the WTRU 102a

will wait for the PUCCH to transmit the SR, rather than transmit on a CB-

PUCSH. The value of Xmax depends on the overall latency for the SR processing,

including the waiting for the next PUCCH configured for SR, sending the SR,

and/or getting the uplink grant.

[0055] Alternatively, if the WTRU 102a has already transmitted an SR on

the PUCCH in the past few sub-frames, (e.g., within X sub-frames, X > Xmin),

and the related subsequent PUSCH grant has not yet been received, the WTRU

102a is restricted from using the CB-PUSCH for the SR, with the expectation

that the PUSCH grant is imminent. See for example, FIG. 2B, where the WTRU

102a transmitted on the PUCCH at sub-frame X>Xmin=-2. Thus, the CB-

PUSCH is conserved for reliance on the SR being granted conventionally. The

value of Xmin depends on the latency of the eNodeB 140a in scheduling the

uplink for the WTRU 102a.

[0056] Alternatively, the WTRU 102a may employ parallel usage of CB-

PUSCH and SR submission on PUCCH until either process results in granting of

uplink shared channel resources. Upon granting of either request, eNodeB 140a

may ignore any other uplink access request in progress.

[0057] A second restriction rule for the CB-PUSCH is based on past and

future buffer status report (BSR) occurrences. When a BSR is triggered, to send,

if at least one BSR has been transmitted (and positively acknowledged), and the



data reported in this BSR has not been successfully transmitted, the WTRU 102a

is restricted from accessing the CB-PUSCH at least until this data is transmitted

by a contention-free PUSCH transmission. Alternatively, if at least one BSR has

been transmitted (and positively acknowledged) in the past few sub-frames (e.g.,

for at sub-frame Y, where Y>Ymin), the WTRU is restricted from using the CB-

PUSCH in the current sub-frame (or transmission time interval (TTI)). FIG. 3

shows an example where the BSR is transmitted at sub-frame Y>Ymin=—1, thus

the WTRU 102a is prohibited access to the CB-PUSCH. The value of Ymin

depends on latency of the eNodeB 140a in scheduling the uplink for the WTRU

102a.

[0058] With respect to the CB-PUSCH interaction with a BSR and an SR,

when a BSR is triggered by the WTRU 102a, and there are no contention-free

uplink resources in the present TTI to send the BSR together with data, an SR

may be triggered by the WTRU 102a. If the WTRU 102a transmits data with a

BSR on the CB-PUSCH, the BSR triggering condition is maintained and/or an SR

remains pending until contention-free UL-SCH resources are granted for the

WTRU. This provides a contingency for a transmission collision on the CB-

PUSCH where the BSR may not be received successfully by the eNodeB 140a.

Therefore, an SR may be transmitted on the PUCCH in subsequent sub-frames

after CB-PUSCH transmission, or a BSR is retransmitted on the next CB-

PUSCH access opportunity, with consideration to the above ruled based

restrictions, until a contention-free UL-SCH resource is granted.

[0059] The following methods may be implemented by the WTRU 102a

with respect to the CB-PUSCH interaction with a BSR. Buffer status reporting is

controlled by a radio resource control (RRC) entity of the WTRU 102a, by

configuring BSR timers. A timer retxBSR-Timer is used to trigger a Regular BSR,

and a timer periodicBSR-Timer is used to trigger a Periodic BSR upon timer

expiration. If the WTRU 102a transmits data with a BSR on the CB-PUSCH, all

triggered BSRs may be cancelled and the WTRU 102a should start or restart the

timer periodicBSR-Timer (except when the BSR is a truncated BSR), and start or

restart the Regular BSR timer retxBSR-Timer. In this way, a BSR may not be



transmitted on the CB-PUSCH in subsequent sub-frames until either the timer

periodicBSR-Timer or the timer retxBSR-Timer expires.

[0060] Alternatively, if the WTRU 102a transmits data with BSR on the

CB-PUSCH, the regular BSR triggering condition may not be cancelled until the

contention-free UL-SCH resources are granted for the WTRU. In this way, the

BSR can be retransmitted on the CB-PUSCH in subsequent sub-frames

whenever there are valid contention-based uplink grants.

[0061] In another alternative, if the WTRU 102a transmits data with BSR

on the CB-PUSCH, all triggered BSRs maybe cancelled, and the WTRU should

start or restart a new CB timer retx-CB-BSR-Timer in addition to setting of the

timer periodicBSR-Timer and the timer retxBSR-Timer as set forth above. The

value of the timer retx-CB-BSR-Timer should be no less than one and no greater

than the value of timers retxBSR-Timer and/or periodicBSR-Timer. For example,

to ensure that the value of the timer retx-CB-BSR-Timer remains no greater that

the value of timer retxBSR-Timer, the timer retx-CB-BSR-Timer may be reset in

response to a reset of the timer retxBSR-Timer. In this way, the BSR will not be

transmitted on CB-PUSCH in subsequent sub-frames until the timer retx-CB-

BSR-Timer expires.

[0062] The restriction on using the CB-PUSCH for the WTRU 102a may

also be window based with respect to recent transmissions on the PUSCH and

the CB-PUSCH as follows. If the WTRU 102a has transmitted data on at least

one PUSCH in the past few K sub-frames (i.e., the window size is K sub-frames,

where K is a positive integer), then the WTRU 102a is restricted from accessing

the CB-PUSCH in the current sub-frame (TTI). FIG. 4A shows an example of the

WTRU 102a having transmitted on the contention-free PUSCH within the

window of K sub-frames, and therefore, the WTRU 102a is prohibited access to

the CB-PUSCH. Alternatively, if at least one CB-PUSCH transmission by the

WTRU 102a has occurred in the past K sub-frames, then the WTRU 102a is

restricted from accessing the CB-PUSCH in the current sub-frame (or TTI). FIG.

4B shows an example of the WTRU 102a having transmitted on the CB-PUSCH

within K sub-frames, such that access to the CB-PUSCH is prohibited.



[0063] The WTRU 102a may also monitor the type of uplink load for

determining whether to use CB-PUSCH. For example, the WTRU 102a may

gather statistics of uplink contention-based resources usage as received on a

downlink system information block (SIB) or a new common control element

(CCE). As another example, the WTRU 102a may monitor statistics on uplink

contention-free resource usage. The WTRU may derive this information by

monitoring the PDCCH with a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) scrambled by

contention-based radio network temporary identifiers (CB-RNTIs) (i.e., a number

of used contention-free resource blocks (RBs) is equal to the total number of RBs,

excluding RBs used for PUCCH, minus the number of contention-based RBs).

Based on the monitored uplink load types of the WTRU 102a and/or the other

WTRUs 102b, 102c using uplink resources of the same serving cell/RAN 104, the

WTRU 102a may determine a probability for the WTRU 102a to access the CB-

PUSCH and then decide to use the CB-PUSCH based on the probability of access.

Table 1 summarizes the above described rules for restriction of CB-PUSCH

transmissions.

TABLE 1 - CB-PUSCH Access Restriction Rules



[0064] In another embodiment, the RB location and the number of RBs

used for CB-PUSCH are controlled to reduce the blind decoding complexity at the

eNodeB 140a. The WTRU 102a may be granted contention-based uplink

resources via the PDCCH, where the grant is in terms of a number of RBs

allocated for the uplink transmission. A fixed number of RBs may be used by the

WTRU 102a for CB-PUSCH transmissions. For example, the fixed number can be

1 RB, or 1 RB group (RBG), or multiple RBs. Alternatively, a set of fixed number

of RBs may be used. For example, a set of fixed number of RBs can be {1 RB, 2

RBs}. In this example, the WTRU 102a may choose to use one of the fixed

numbers (IRB or 2RBs) based on: (a) the amount and/or priority of its uplink

data; (b) the WTRU class for WTRU 102a; and/or (c) the radio link condition for

the WTRU 102a (such as path loss) in the uplink. Another possible way to control

the number of RBs is by respectively assigning a CB-RNTI to each unique

number of RBs. Thus, the WTRU 102a may be restricted to a fixed number of

RBs for CB-PUSCH by being configured with a subset of CB-RNTIs associated

with the desired set of fixed number of RBs. Available CB-PUSCH resources may

be partitioned by CB-RNTIs, such that each WTRU 102 a , 102b, 102c may be

configured for access associated with one or more CB-RNTIs. Some of the WTRUs

102a, 102b, 102c may therefore have more access opportunities on the CB-

PUSCH than others. The WTRU 102a may receive CB-RNTI grants on the

PDCCH where each grant may offer a different number of RBs. Therefore, the

WTRU 102a may receive a larger or a smaller grant than the other WTRUs 102b,

102c. The WTRU 102a may access specific CB-RNTIs configured with dedicated

signaling, or may be based on WTRU access service classes.

[0065] In yet another alternative method, the eNodeB 140a dynamically

sets the number of allocated RBs for CB-PUSCH operation according to the



uplink traffic load. In times of light uplink activities, more RBs may be assigned

for CB-PUSCH. To avoid increasing the PDCCH signaling overhead due to

dynamic assignment of CB-PUSCH RBs, the eNodeB 140a may define fixed

locations for RBs through RRC signaling. Dynamic assignment of RBs is not

necessary due to the fact that different WTRUs have different frequency of

selectivity over multiple RBs (i.e., an RB that is favorable for one WTRU may be

unfavorable for another). WTRU.

[0066] In another embodiment, rule-based methods control simultaneous

transmission of the CB-PUSCH and other uplink channels. The LTE

specifications require that uplink control feedback information, such as channel

quality index (CQI), precoding matrix index (PMI), rank index (RI) and

acknowledge/negative acknowledge (ACK/NACK) signals, be transmitted on the

PUSCH scheduled by a cell RNTI (C-RNTI) or a semi-persistent scheduling C-

RNTI (SPS-C-RNTI) when a PUSCH is present. For aperiodic reporting of

control information, the PUSCH is used, while periodic reporting of control

feedback information occurs on the PUCCH. In this embodiment, the decision

regarding whether uplink control feedback information should be transmitted on

the CB-PUSCH may be rule-based. FIG. 5A shows a first variation of this rule-

based method, in which uplink control information is divided between the

PUCCH and the CB-PUSCH. In this variation, the control feedback information

for the WTRU 102a, such as CQI, PMI, RI, and ACK/NACK, is always

transmitted on the PUCCH (502), regardless of whether the WTRU 102a receives

a contention-based uplink grant (501) successfully, while other control

information, such as a BSR, may be transmitted on the CB-PUSCH when

granted. FIG. 5B shows a second variation, in which the WTRU 102a may

transmit on the CB-PUSCH depending on the type of concurrent PUCCH. For

example, if uplink control information is transmitted on a type of PUCCH that

can transmit an SR (510), then the WTRU 102a may cancel its CB-PUSCH

transmission (511), and transmit the SR on the PUCCH. This type of PUCCH

includes all PUCCH types defined in LTE Rel8. However, if the type of PUCCH

defined for uplink control feedback information transmission does not allow for



an SR tobe transmitted by the WTRU 102a, then the WTRU 102a may transmit

its BSR on a CB-PUSCH upon grant (512).

[0067] When the WTRU 102a has a triggered SR or at least one pending

SR, it may transmit a RACH preamble due to the absence of a PUCCH in any

TTI or if maximum number of retransmissions of a dedicated SR is reached,

whereupon the WTRU 102a cancels all pending SRs. According to another

embodiment now described, the WTRU 102a handles simultaneous pending

transmissions of RACH preambles (triggered as described above) and CB-

PUSCH. FIG. 6A shows a first example, where a buffer of WTRU 102a has a

RACH preamble and uplink data and BSR ready for transmission at condition

601, the latter awaiting a CB grant. If the WTRU 102a with a pending SR

receives a valid CB uplink grant successfully at 602, the WTRU 102a may

transmit CB-PUSCH data with a BSR at 604 in sub-frame X and cancel the

RACH preamble transmission at 603 (e.g., a RACH message 1) in the same sub-

frame X. As a result, once the CB-PUSCH transmission from this WTRU 102a is

received successfully at the eNodeB 140a, the eNodeB 140a may schedule the

subsequent uplink transmission more efficiently having the knowledge of the

BSR. This CB-PUSCH transmission is faster than a first uplink transmission on

a RACH (e.g., a RACH message 3). In an alternative example shown in FIG. 6B,

in response to the CB grant 602, the WTRU 102a may only transmit a RACH

preamble at 613 in a sub-frame X, but will not transmit CB-PUSCH at 614 in the

same sub-frame X. FIG. 6C provides an illustration of another alternative for this

embodiment, in which the WTRU 102a transmits a RACH preamble at 623 while

also transmitting a CB-PUSCH with a BSR at 624 in the same sub-frame X, in

response to receiving a valid contention-based uplink grant successfully at 602.

[0068] In yet another alternative, when the WTRU 102a has a triggered or

a pending SR, and/or has initiated a CB-PUSCH, it may transmit a RACH on a

condition that a predefined maximum number of retransmissions of a dedicated

SR were already attempted on the PUCCH, or a BSR on the CB-PUSCH has been

already sent unsuccessfully.



[0069] The WTRU 102a may receive simultaneous types of uplink grants in

a sub-frame and may handle such grants as follows. As shown in FIG. 7, CB-

PUSCH access by the WTRU 102a is prohibited (710) in a sub-frame X, even if it

receives a contention-based uplink grant (701), if any of the following conditions

occur. At condition 702, WTRU 102a successfully receives an uplink grant on the

PDCCH (e.g., DCI format 0) for the C-RNTI or temporary C-RNTI of the WTRU

102a in the same sub-frame. At condition 703, the WTRU 102a successfully

receives an uplink grant in the Random Access Response (RAR) in the same sub-

frame X. At condition 704, the WTRU 102a successfully receives an uplink grant

on the PDCCH to initialize or re-initialize SPS (e.g., for DCI format 0) for the

WTRU's SPS C-RNTI in the same sub-frame X. Another condition 705 for the

WTRU 102a has a non-adaptive retransmission for transmission in the same sub-

frame X (e.g., in response to reception of NACK without uplink grant). At

condition 706, the WTRU 102a has a configured SPS uplink grant previously

initialized by a PDCCH in a sub-frame previous to sub-frame X.

[0070] Next described are details on transmission format and signaling

aspects for the CB-PUSCH. In consideration of the lack of accurate channel state

information, using a robust transmission scheme for CB-PUSCH is proposed.

Adopting a robust transmission scheme improves CB-PUSCH capability by

increasing the success rate of the transmissions. To achieve this, the CB-PUSCH

may be limited as to the modulation schemes employed, for example, limited to

binary phase shift keying (BPSK)/quadrature phase shift keying (QPSK).

Additional ways in which robustness can be improved is configuring the CB-

PUSCH transmissions such that the code rate may be limited to a low code rate

(such as 1/3, 1/6), and/or configuring the antenna transmission scheme that it

may be limited to transmit diversity, if the WTRU has more than one antenna.

[0071] Regarding signaling aspects for the CB-PUSCH, the information

regarding the transmission parameters for CB-PUSCH may be received by the

WTRU 102a semi- statically and/or dynamically. With respect to semi- static

signaling, if some fixed CB-PUSCH parameters (such as modulation and coding

schemes (MCS)) are used, then those parameters may be received by the WTRU



102a via broadcast or through RRC signaling. Those parameters may also be

standardized, so no signaling is needed. However, PDCCH signaling to the

WTRU 102a is necessary as contention-based RBs are different from sub-frame to

sub-frame.

[0072] With respect to dynamic signaling, the details of the CB-PUSCH

transmission format may be conveyed to WTRUs through PDCCH signaling.

Therefore, one of the following downlink control information (DCI) formats may

be used.

[0073] In a first DCI format for the CB-PUSCH, the WTRU 102a may

receive a DCI Format 0 as defined by LTE Rel8, which is modified to make use of

unused (undefined) fields. In a first modification, the cyclic redundancy check

(CRC) coding may be scrambled by a CB-RNTI. Since many fields defined in

Format 0 are not necessary for CB-PUSCH operation, they may be ignored or

used for other purposes in CB-PUSCH. Table 2 summarizes an example of

mandatory fields and unused fields for CB-PUSCH operation.

TABLE 2 - CB-PUSCH Format 0 fields



[0074] An alternative DCI format may be defined as a DCI Format OA,

which has a reduced set of fields compared with DCI Format 0 described above.

The DCI Format OA may be a reduced version of DCI Format 0 by elimination of

the fields left as unused from the DCI Format 0, and thus a reduced PDCCH

signaling overhead results. Table 3 summarizes an example of the field set for

the DCI Format OA.



TABLE 3 - CB-PUSCH Format OA Fields

[0075] With respect to RB allocation, the DCI format 0 defined in LTE ReI-

8 allocates contiguously allocated uplink RBs. Since the RBs not allocated to

contention-free PUSCHs (i.e., RBs allocated for CB-PUSCH) are by nature n on

contiguous, a single modified DCI Format 0 cannot allocate all CB resources. An

embodiment employing one of the following approaches maybe used for handling

signaling of RB allocation for CB-PUSCH. In a first approach, since the downlink

common search space for PDCCH is limited, the number of PDCCHs allocating

CB resources should also be limited. Those aforementioned unused bits (such as

TPC, new data indicator (NDI), etc.) may be used together with the RB

assignment, and hopping resource allocation fields may be changed to allow one

reused DCI Format 0 that allocates multiple or all non-contiguous RBs. One way

to signal non-contiguous RBs is to use a bitmap based RB allocation. In another

approach, common search space is increased. Multiple uplink grants with

different or the same CB-RNTI(s) may be used in the same sub-frame to signal

CB RBs, with each uplink grant allocating one or several contiguous RBs grouped

according to the non-contiguous spacing of the CB uplink grant.

[0076] In order to deal with power control for the CB-PUSCH, it is

noteworthy that due to inactivity of the WTRU 102a in a dormant sub- state,

there is no accurate reference for power control. Nonetheless, the power control

for CB-PUSCH is important, as unlike a RACH procedure, the process involved



in CB-PUSCH does not rely on orthogonal preambles. As such, there may b e

interference from multiple WTRUs competing for the same CB-PUSCH

resources. In order t o avoid any delay in the system while performing power

control and defeating the main purpose of CB-PUSCH, the following approaches

may b e implemented.

[0077] In a first example approach for power control, a n open-loop power

setting procedure (without the use of a transmit power control (TPC) command)

for the CB-PUSCH may b e implemented. An example of such a n open loop power

setting is presented below in Equation 1:

+ a U ) -PL + (i)}

Equation (1)

where:

P
CMAX

i s the configured WTRU transmitted power, defined a s MIN {PEMAX,

PUMAX}, where PEMAX i s the maximum allowed power configured b y higher

layers and PUMAX i s the maximum WTRU power for the specified WTRU

power class.

M PUSCH0) is the bandwidth of the CB-PUSCH resource assignment expressed in

a number of resource blocks valid for subframe i .

O_PUSCH
S a parameter composed of the sum of a cell specific nominal

component o NOMINAL PUSCHU p rov i e d from higher layers for j=0 and 1 and

a WTRU specific component O_UE_PUSCH0 ) new type (i.e., for j=3) of

r O UE PUSC:HH'(J) may b e defined for the CB-PUSCH.

∆ compensates the transmit power according t o the MCS used for the CB-

PUSCH.

PL i s the downlink pathloss estimate calculated in the WTRU based on

reference signal (RS) power provided by higher layers and received R S

power.



a(j) is a cell specific parameter provided by higher layers.

[0078] Alternatively, the CB-PUSCH transmission may apply the last

PUSCH (or PUCCH) power level to the transmit power determined by the above

open-loop power control. However, the final transmit power setting needs to be

adjusted according to the modulation/coding setting used for the CB-PUSCH.

[0079] Alternatively, a limited two state power ramping for CB-PUSCH

may be used. If p ois assumed as the power level for the first attempt, in case of

failure to receive an UL-SCH grant from an earlier CB-PUSCH attempt, the

WTRU 102a may proceed withpo+ ∆p for the next attempts if any, where ∆p is a

predefined power step.

[0080] Next described is an overall procedure for CB-PUSCH operation.

The CB-PUSCH is typically used for small data packets, and thus has a limited

amount of data to transmit. For example the CB-PUSCH might contain only

WTRU identity, BSR and a small payload. The eNodeB may indicate, either by

semi-static signaling or by a grant on the PDCCH channel, that certain RBs are

available for contention-based transmissions. The available RBs provide

resources for one or more WTRUs.

[0081] The MCS and transport format used for the CB-PUSCH may be

standardized, semi-statically signaled by the network, or as indicated in the

PDCCH grant. The MCS and format apply to a single WTRU (e.g., WTRU 102a)

using a designated number N CBRB of RBS, rather than to the total number of RBs

identified in the grant. It is also possible that different MCSs and formats maybe

specified for SRs and data packets.

[0082] The WTRU 102a may use N RB RBs for a CB uplink transmission,

where the value N CBRB may be standardized or semi-statically signaled by the

network. The value for N CBRB, along with the MCS and data format, effectively

determine the maximum size data packet that may be sent using CB resources.

For the eNodeB 140a to decode the data, all CB-PUSCHs may have transport

block size and MCS that are known to the eNodeB 140a. If the WTRU 102a has



less data than the CB transport block size, it needs to fill the remaining space

with power headroom (PHR) information and padding bits.

[0083] When the WTRU 102a has a triggered or pending SR (i.e., triggered

by data), for each subframe until the SR is canceled, the WTRU 102a may

attempt to send either a contention-free SR or CB PUSCH transmission. The

priority between contention-free SRs and CB transmissions may either be

standardized or set by the network using semi-static signaling as a function of

the network load. The following priority rules may be applied. A first rule may be

that the CB resources always get priority. Alternatively, the contention-free

resources always get priority, or they may get priority after a standardized (or

semi-statically signaled) number of CB attempts fail. A third possible rule may be

that the CB resources are not used if contention-free resources will be available

within a certain number of subframes (the number may be set to one or more).

The number of subframes may be standardized or set by the network using semi-

static signaling as a function of the network load. Another possible rule may be

that the CB resources may get priority over contention-free resources if the

amount of buffered data is below a threshold. The threshold may be pre-defined

or signaled by higher layers. Alternatively, the threshold may correspond to the

amount of information bits that may be transmitted in a single CB transmission,

or a factor thereof. Alternatively, the threshold(s) may be a function of the

amount of resources available for the CB PUSCH (expressed for instance in

terms of RBs) or the MCS to use for CB transmissions. In addition to any of the

above, the CB transmission may be abandoned after a standardized or semi-

statically signaled number of attempts are unsuccessful. When the WTRU 102a

needs to send the CB PUSCH, it may select N CBRB RBS from those available

according to a standardized random function or hash function to minimize

collisions. The random function should be chosen so that the sequence of

selections made by different WTRUs will be uncorrelated. For example, a hash

function may be selected with inputs such as a WTRU ID (e.g., the C-RNTI) and

Cell ID.



[0084] The network may acknowledge receipt of the CB-PUSCH as follows.

A scheduling grant from the eNodeB 140a implicitly acknowledges receipt of a

CB-PUSCH because it implies that the eNodeB 140a successfully received the

BSR and the data payload sent with the BSR, in a similar manner as for a

contention-free SR. With respect toACK/NACK signaling, an acknowledgement

(ACK) signal may be used to explicitly acknowledge receipt of the CB-PUSCH, in

which case the WTRU 102a will not need to transmit additional SRs or PUSCHs

while it is waiting for the scheduling grant. It is not possible for the network

(eNodeB 140a) to send a negative acknowledgement (NACK) signal since it will

have no knowledge that the WTRU attempted to send data. Therefore, if the

eNodeB is configured for ACK signaling to acknowledge the CB-PUSCH, the

WTRU 102a has tobe configured to distinguish between an ACK and the case of

no transmission.

[0085] If the WTRU 102a has the opportunity to send a contention-free SR

between the time the CB-PUSCH is transmitted and the reception of an ACK or

scheduling grant, the WTRU 102a may send this contention-free SR, but the

eNodeB 140a will ignore it if the CB-PUSCH was already received successfully.

To handle a situation where the WTRU 102a does not correctly decode an ACK

sent by the eNodeB 140a, the WTRU 102a could send the contention-free SR and

appropriate error handling is specified. This condition may be avoided by setting

the number of subframes to wait for contention-free resources tobe greater than

the delay between sending a data packet and receiving an ACK for that data

packet. Alternatively, the WTRU 102a simply may not send a contention-free SR

between the time a CB-PUSCH was transmitted and the time an ACK is

expected.

[0086] The WTRU 102a continues to send either the contention-free SR or

the CB-PUSCH according to the rules above at a specified interval until a

contention- free uplink scheduling grant is received or an ACK is received for the

CB-PUSCH and it has no more data to transmit. The interval for CB

transmissions should be randomly selected within a standardized range, and a

different interval should be selected between each SR transmission.



Alternatively, the interval for CB transmissions may be fixed, either by

standardization or by semi-static signaling. If a CB-PUSCH is sent, the WTRU

102a makes an independent random selection of RBs to use, and increases the

power as described above.

[0087] Next described is a sub-channelization method for the CB-PUSCH.

As described above, the WTRU 102a uses N RB RBs for a CB uplink

transmission, where N CBRB may be standardized or semi- statically signaled by

the network. A method for sub-channelization of the CB-PUSCH may be used by

the WTRU 102a that creates sub-channels from the total number of available

RBs for the CB-PUSCH. While specific sizes are described, the scope of this

embodiment is not limited to such sizes which could be suitably modified. FIG. 8

shows an example of a CB-PUSCH sub-channel structure, with the first two slots

in the time domain shown, Slot 0 and Slotl. Sub-channels 801, 802 belong to Slot

0, and sub-channels 803, 804 are in Slot 1, and the sub-channels are non-

overlapping. Each sub-channel is defined by n RBs; in this example, n=l for all

sub-channels 801-804. Each RB is defined as having multiple resource elements

(REs) (e.g., 12 REs per RB). Each sub-channel consists of m subcarriers across

one slot (e.g., m=12). Each slot is shown having 7 symbols, which may be OFDM-

based. One symbol in the slot may be used to carry the reference signal (RS). For

example, as shown in FIG. 8, the middle symbol of the slot is used to carry the

RS. The WTRU 102a may use any one or more of the sub-channels in each slot, or

may be configured to use a subset of the sub-channels. For example, the su b

channels 801 and 802 in Figure 8 could be used by the WTRU 102a for the CB-

PUSCH transmission.

[0088] The sub-channel structure may either be configured by higher layer

signaling, be defined by standard specifications, or signaled by the PDCCH. If the

sizes of all sub-channels are fixed, for example n RBs, then it is enough to signal

the parameter n . If the sizes of the sub-channels are different, for example (n, m,

k) for three sub-channels, then at least these three parameters n, m, k should be

signaled.



[0089] The RS may be based on a Zadoff-Chu (ZC) sequence and the WTRU

102a may select a cyclic shift of a given sequence randomly and use it as the RS.

The set of cyclic shifts that may be selected by the WTRU 102a or used in a

specific sub-channel may be restricted by configuration. It is also possible to

allocate more resources for the RS transmission as shown in FIG. 9, where the

second and sixth symbols are used to carry the RS in each slot for the sub

channels 901-904. Here again, each sub-channel consists of a single RB.

[0090] As shown in FIG. 10, the sizes of sub-channels may be different.

Sub-channels 1001, 1002, 1004, and 1005 each consist of 2 RBs, while sub

channels 1003 and 1006 each carry only a single RB. FIG. 10 also shows the

possible variation as to the number of RSs and locations across the sub-channels,

as sub-channels 1001, 1002, 1004 and 1005 each have on RS located in the middle

OFDM symbol, but sub-channels 1003 and 1006 each carry two RSs. Such

variations enable the WTRUs to selectively access a particular type of sub

channel depending on the amount and type of data that needs to be transmitted

in the CB-PUSCH.

[0091] In addition to or in place of dynamic grants for CB transmissions,

semi-persistently scheduled (SPS) grants for CB transmissions may be defined.

Such SPS grants for CB transmissions work in a manner similar to SPS grants

for contention-free transmissions, except for the following differences. The

periodicity of SPS grants for CB transmissions and the number of RBs available

for CB transmissions may be signaled to the WTRU 102a over system

information. The transmission time offset (in units of sub-frames) may be semi-

statically configured and also be signaled over system information. In this case,

there would be no need to "initiate" the recurring SPS grant with an initial SPS

grant signaled over PDCCH as in the normal SPS grant for contention-free

transmissions.

[0092] In case the transmission time offset would be based on an initial

SPS grant signaled over system information (with a special C-RNTI value), a

maximum validity time (or maximum number of recurrences) should be defined

for the CB SPS grant. The WTRU 102a may determine that the CB SPS grant is



unavailable upon expiration of a timer (or counter) started upon reception of the

CB SPS grant. This approach provides some additional protection to the network

against unwanted access attempts from the WTRU 102a, in case it wants to

reclaim the resources that had been used for CB transmissions.

[0093] The use of SPS grants for CB transmissions benefits the network by

allowing the use of CB transmissions without increasing the PDCCH load

significantly. Using SPS grants for CB uplink allows the WTRU 102a to better

predict in time the availability of access to the CB uplink channel. For instance,

if the WTRU 102a determines that an SPS CB grant will be available

imminently, the WTRU 102a may then refrain from monitoring the PDCCH in

certain sub-frames for conserving battery resources.

[0094] An uplink signal may contain Demodulation Reference Signals (DM-

RS) that are intended for channel estimation and coherent demodulation. In time

domain, the location of the DM-RS may be defined tobe on a particular symbol of

each slot (e.g., the fourth OFDM-based symbol). For CB uplink operation, the

WTRU 102a may set the length of the DM-RS signal in the frequency domain to

match the size of the allocated resources for CB uplink operation. For example, if

n RBs are allocated for CB-PUSCH, then the DM-RS width should also be n RBs.

[0095] With respect to the CB uplink channel processing at the eNodeB

140a, the channel is estimated for each potential received DM-RS signal. Since

there is no coordination among different users for using CB uplink resources,

collisions among the WTRUs are possible. Therefore, the estimated channel may

be used for resolution and separation of simultaneous CB uplink transmissions.

If two WTRUs transmit on the same CB resources but with different DM-RS, the

eNodeB 140a may operate similar to handling a virtual uplink MU-MIMO as in

defined by the LTE specifications. The eNodeB 140a may detect and decode both

of the two WTRU transmissions. A sequence similar to what is used for regular

PUSCH operation may also be used for generation of the DM-RS. In order to

reduce the detection complexity at eNodeB, a few sequences may be selected and

assigned for the CB uplink operation. This information may be conveyed to the

WTRU 102a along with other CB uplink information/parameters. That is, this



information may be signaled via RRC signaling (e.g., when the WTRU 102a is

configured or reconfigured via RRC connection), an uplink grant for the CB-

PUSCH, or broadcast via SIB.

[0096] EMBODIMENTS

1. A method implemented by a wireless transmit receive unit for

transmitting on a contention-based uplink channel, comprising:

applying a rule-based restriction of access to the contention-based uplink

channel that attempts to use at least one contention-free uplink channel

allocation for uplink transmissions on a condition that at least one contention-

free uplink channel allocation has been granted.

2. The method of embodiment 1, further comprising:

limiting modulation schemes to binary phase shift keying or quadrature

phase shift keying.

3. The method of embodiments 1 or 2, further comprising:

limiting the code rate to 1/3 or 1/6.

4. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-3, further comprising:

limiting the antenna transmission scheme to transmit diversity.

5. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-4, further comprising:

signaling transmission parameters for the contention-based uplink

channel semi-statically.

6. The method of embodiment 5, wherein some contention-based

uplink channel parameters are fixed and are sent via broadcasting or via radio

resource control signaling.



7. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—6, further comprising:

signaling transmission parameters for the contention-based uplink

channel dynamically.

8. The method of embodiment 7, wherein the transmission parameters

are conveyed through physical downlink control channel signaling.

9. The method of embodiment 8, wherein the signaling includes using

DCI format with a cyclic redundancy check scrambled by a contention-based

radio network temporary identifier.

10. The method of embodiment 8 or 9, wherein the DCI format includes

resource block assignment information and hopping resource allocation

information.

11. The method of embodiment 10, wherein the signaling includes using

a DCI format including at least one of: modulation and coding scheme (MCS)

information on a condition that the MCS is not standardized or fixed, resource

block assignment information, or hopping resource allocation information.

12. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-11, further comprising:

limiting a number of physical downlink control channels that allocate

contention-based resources.

13. The method of embodiment 12, further comprising:

using multiple uplink grants to signal contention-based resource blocks.

14. The method of embodiment 13, wherein each uplink grant allocates

one resource block.



15. The method of embodiment 14, wherein each uplink grant allocates

several contiguous resource blocks.

16. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—15, further comprising:

using an open-loop power control process for setting transmit power of the

contention-based uplink channel transmission.

17. The method of embodiment 16, wherein the transmit power setting

is based on the last transmit power level on a contention-free physical uplink

shared channel or a contention-free physical uplink control channel.

18. The method as in any one of embodiments 16-17, further comprising

adjusting a final transmit power setting according to the modulation and coding

setting used for the contention-based uplink channel.

19. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—18, further comprising:

using a limited two state power ramping for the contention-based uplink

channel.

20. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-19, wherein the

contention-based uplink channel includes at least one of: a wireless

transmit/receive unit identity, a buffer state report, or a small payload.

21. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-20, wherein the

contention-based uplink channel is transmitted over N resource blocks, wherein

N may be standardized or semi- statically signaled.

22. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—21, wherein on a

condition that data to be transmitted is smaller than a transport block size, then

the remaining space is filled with power headroom information and padding bits.



23. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—22, wherein the

wireless transmit receive unit attempts to send a contention-free scheduling

request or the contention-based uplink channel until a scheduling request is

canceled.

24. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-23, wherein access t o

the contention-based uplink channel is restricted on a condition that contention-

free resources will be available within a certain number of subframes.

25. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—24, further comprising:

receiving an acknowledgement of receipt of the contention-based uplink

channel.

26. The method of embodiment 25, wherein receipt of a scheduling grant

is an implicit acknowledgement of receipt of the contention-based uplink channel.

27. The method of embodiment 25, wherein receiving an

acknowledgement signal is an explicit acknowledgement signal.

28. The method as in any one of embodiments 25-27, further

comprising:

sending a contention-free scheduling request on a condition that the

acknowledgement is not received.

29. The method as in any one of embodiments 25—28, further

comprising:

continually transmitting a contention-free scheduling request or the

contention-based uplink channel on an interval until a contention-free uplink

scheduling grant or an acknowledgement is received.

30. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—29, further comprising:



defining the contention-based uplink channel with sub-channels according

to a number of available resource blocks.

31. The method of embodiment 30, wherein sub-channels are non-

overlapping.

32. The method as in any one of embodiments 30-31, wherein a su b

channel includes one resource block and one symbol in a timeslot is used to carry

a reference signal.

33. The method as in any one of embodiments 30-32, wherein the sub

channel structure is configured by higher layer signaling.

34. The method as in any one of embodiments 30-32, wherein the sub

channel structure is signaled via a physical downlink control channel.

35. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-34, further comprising:

using a semi-persistently scheduled (SPS) grant for a contention-based

transmission.

36. The method of embodiment 35, wherein a periodicity of the SPS

grant is signaled over system information.

37. The method of embodiment 35 or 36, wherein a number of resource

blocks available is signaled over system information.

38. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-37, further comprising:

setting a bandwidth of a demodulation reference signal in the frequency

domain to match a size of allocated resources for contention-based uplink

operation.



39. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—38, further comprising

restricting access to the contention-based channel based on a number of

subframes since a scheduling request had been transmitted.

40. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—38, further comprising

restricting access to the contention-based channel based on successful

transmission of a buffer status report (BSR) and unsuccessful transmission of

data included in the BSR.

41. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—38, further comprising

restricting access to the contention-based channel based on transmission of an

uplink shared channel within a predetermined number of frames.

42. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-41, further comprising

monitoring statistics of uplink contention based resource usage and uplink

contention-free resources usage.

43. The method as in embodiment 42, further comprising determining to

use the contention-based channel or determining a probability of using the

contention-based channel based on the monitoring.

44. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—43, further comprising

the wireless transmit receive unit transmitting data on the contention-based

channel, and cancelling a triggered BSR.

45. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-44, further comprising

using a fixed number of resource blocks based on an amount or priority of uplink

data, a user class, or a radio link condition.



46. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—45, wherein a number

of resource blocks used for the contention-based channel are associated with

different contention-based radio network temporary identifiers.

47. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—46, wherein a

scheduling request is pending and a valid contention-based uplink grant has been

received, further comprising transmitting on a contention based channel, and

cancelling a random access channel preamble transmission in the same sub-

frame.

48. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-46, wherein a

scheduling request is pending, further comprising transmitting a random access

channel preamble in response to reaching a number of maximum retransmissions

of a dedicated scheduling request on a contention-free channel or an unsuccessful

BSR transmission on a contention-based channel.

49. The method as in any one of embodiments 1-48, further comprising

receiving a contention-based uplink grant and a contention-free uplink grant in

the same sub-frame, and transmitting on the contention-free uplink channel and

not on the contention-based channel in response to the grants.

50. The method as in any one of embodiments 1—48, further comprising

receiving a contention-based uplink grant a random access response uplink grant

in the same subframe, and transmitting on a random access channel and not on

the contention-based channel in response to the grants.

51. A wireless transmit receive unit configured to perform a method of

one of embodiments 1—50.

[0097] Although features and elements are described above in particular

combinations, one of ordinary skill in the art will appreciate that each feature or



element can be used alone or in any combination with the other features and

elements. In addition, the methods described herein may be implemented in a

computer program, software, or firmware incorporated in a computer-readable

medium for execution by a computer or processor. Examples of computer-

readable media include electronic signals (transmitted over wired or wireless

connections) and computer-readable storage media. Examples of computer-

readable storage media include, but are not limited to, a read only memory

(ROM), a random access memory (RAM), a register, cache memory,

semiconductor memory devices, magnetic media such as internal hard disks and

removable disks, magneto-optical media, and optical media such as CD-ROM

disks, and digital versatile disks (DVDs). A processor in association with

software may be used to implement a radio frequency transceiver for use in a

WTRU, UE, terminal, base station, RNC, or any host computer.



CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A method implemented by a wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU)

accessing a contention-based (CB) uplink communication channel, the method

comprising:

applying a rule-based restriction of access to the CB uplink channel that

attempts to use at least one contention-free uplink channel allocation for uplink

transmissions on a condition that at least one contention-free uplink channel

allocation has been granted.

2. The method as in claim 1, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on a number of sub-frames since a scheduling request for a contention-free

channel was transmitted.

3. The method as in claim 1, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on a number of sub-frames since a successful transmission of a buffer

status report (BSR).

4. The method as in claim 1, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on transmission of an uplink shared channel within a set number of

frames.

5. The method as in claim 1, further comprising the WTRU monitoring

statistics of uplink contention-based resource usage and uplink contention-free

resource usage, where based on the monitoring, the WTRU determines whether

to use the CB uplink channel or determines a probability of access to the CB

uplink channel.

6. The method as in claim 1, further comprising the WTRU

transmitting data on the CB uplink channel; and cancelling a triggered BSR.



7. The method as in claim 1, wherein the WTRU has a pending

scheduling request SR, further comprising receiving a valid CB uplink grant;

transmitting on a CB uplink channel; and cancelling a random access channel

(RACH) preamble transmission in the same sub-frame.

8. The method as in claim 1, wherein the WTRU has a pending

scheduling request SR, further comprising receiving a valid CB uplink grant;

transmitting a RACH preamble; and prohibiting transmission on the CB uplink

channel in the same sub-frame.

9. The method as in claim 1, further comprising receiving more than

one uplink grant for a sub-frame; wherein the WTRU does not transmit on the

CB uplink channel on condition that at least one contention-free grant is received

for a cell radio network temporary identifier (C-RNTI) or a temporary C-RNTI of

the WTRU.

10. The method as in claim 1, further comprising receiving more than

one uplink grant for a sub-frame; wherein the WTRU does not transmit on the

CB uplink channel on condition that at least one uplink grant is received in a

random access response.

11. The method as in claim 1, further comprising receiving more than

one uplink grant for a sub-frame; wherein the WTRU does not transmit on the

CB uplink channel on condition that at least one uplink grant is received to

initialize semi-persistent scheduling (SPS) on a contention-free uplink channel

for the WTRU's SPS cell radio network temporary identifier (C-RNTI).



12. The method as in claim 1, further comprising receiving more than

one uplink grant for a sub-frame; wherein the WTRU does not transmit on the

CB uplink channel on condition that the WTRU is to perform a non-adaptive

retransmission in the sub-frame in response to receiving a NACK.

13. A method implemented in a wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU),

comprising:

determining size of allocated contention-based (CB) uplink resources

granted by a communication network; and

setting a length of a demodulation reference signal in frequency domain to

match the size of the allocated CB uplink resource.

14. A wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU), comprising a processor

configured to access a contention-based (CB) uplink communication channel, and

applying a rule-based restriction of access to the CB uplink channel that

attempts to use at least one contention-free uplink channel allocation for uplink

transmissions on a condition that at least on contention-free uplink channel

allocation has been granted.

15. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on a number of sub-frames since a scheduling request was transmitted.

16. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on a number of sub-frames since a successful transmission of a buffer

status report (BSR).

17. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the rule-based restriction is

based on transmission of an uplink shared channel within a set number of

frames.



18. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to monitor statistics of uplink contention-based resource usage and

uplink contention-free resources usage, where based on the monitoring, the

processor determines whether to use the CB uplink channel or determines a

probability of access to the CB uplink channel.

19. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to transmit data on the CB uplink channel; and cancel a triggered

BSR.

20. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor has a pending

scheduling request SR, the processor further configured to receive a valid CB

uplink grant; transmit on a CB uplink channel; and cancel a random access

channel (RACH) preamble transmission in the same sub-frame.

21. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor has a pending

scheduling request SR, the processor further configured to receive a valid CB

uplink grant; transmit a RACH preamble; and prohibit transmission on the CB

uplink channel in the same sub-frame.

22. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to receive more than one uplink grant for a sub-frame; and the

processor decides not to transmit on the CB uplink channel on condition that at

least one contention-free grant is received for a cell radio network temporary

identifier (C-RNTI) or a temporary C-RNTI of the WTRU.

23. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to receive more than one uplink grant for a sub-frame; and the

processor decides not to transmit on the CB uplink channel on condition that at

least one uplink grant is received in a random access response.



24. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to receive more than one uplink grant for a sub-frame; and the

processor decides not to transmit on the CB uplink channel on condition that at

least one uplink grant is received to initialize semi-persistent scheduling (SPS)

on a contention-free uplink channel for the WTRU's SPS cell radio network

temporary identifier (C-RNTI).

25. The WTRU as in claim 14, wherein the processor is further

configured to receive more than one uplink grant for a sub-frame; and the

processor decides not to transmit on the CB uplink channel on condition that the

WTRU is toperform a non-adaptive retransmission in the sub-frame in response

to receiving a NACK.

26. A wireless transmit receive unit (WTRU), comprising a processor

configured to determine size of allocated contention-based (CB) uplink resources

granted by a communication network; and to set a length of a demodulation

reference signal in frequency domain to match the size of the allocated CB uplink

resource.
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